Movable Chartmount CM-100
Elegant target and chart mounting and storage

Features
• Light and sturdy extruded aluminum construction
• Max chart size of 49 x 33 inches
• Locking wheels
• Smooth vertical movement via durable side rails
• Storage for 6 charts

Mechanical
• Dimensions 75(h) x 65(w) x 12(d) Inches
• Robust and stable construction

Support
• Knowledgeable technicians
• 1 year warranty (parts and labor)

Description and Application
The Movable Chartmount is an innovative and versatile system that positions and stores up to 6 standard (49"x33") charts for evaluating image quality. Charts are mounted stacked in front of each other and can be pulled down into the lower half of the unit to view the subsequent targets. The mount is on wheels for easy transportation between or around imaging labs.
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